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LNER & BR A4 MALLARD
1:32 SCALE • 45 mm GAUGE

Sir Nigel Gresley’s magnificent A4 Pacifics can well be regarded 
as the zenith of British steam locomotive development. Puissant 
as well as capable of hard work, the class rightly holds a spe-
cial place in the annals of British railway history. Gresley was 
impressed with sustained high speed running being recorded in 
both Germany and the United States but considered that further 
development of his A3 4-6-2s would produce a locomotive able 
to match these speeds but with a much greater load. A series 
of trials were carried out, to confirm that a modified A3 design 
would be sufficient, A1 Flying Scotsman breaking 100mph, and 
A3 Papyrus managing to set a speed record of 108mph. With 
these trials complete, the LNER Board gave Gresley the go-
ahead to create the ‘Silver Jubilee’ streamlined trains. 

The ‘Silver Jubilee’ was designed as a complete streamlined 
train including streamlined coaches. These had valances 
between the bogies and flexible covers over the coach ends. 
Although this restricted their use, it maximized the streamlin-
ing effects and proved useful for publicity! The streamlined A4s 
had many improvements under their elegant skins, streamlined 
steam and exhaust passages, increased boiler pressures and 
corridor tenders. 

No. 4468 Mallard was built at Doncaster in 1938 and is his-
torically significant as the holder of the world speed record for 
steam locomotives, 126mph, attained during a high speed test 
run in July 1938. As a class, the A4 accumulated enormous 
mileages and were the backbone of LNER expresses before 
and after WW2. During the war they lost their valances (to ease 
maintenance) as well as their Garter Blue livery. 

ENGINEERING SAMPLE SHOWN

Six survived into preservation, two of them, Dwight D. Eisenhower 
and Dominion of Canada, in North America. The four that remained 
in Britain, Mallard, Sir Nigel Grelsey, Union of South Africa and 
Bittern, have all steamed in the last few decades and although the 
National Railway Museum is unlikely to re-steam Mallard, the other 
three continue to perform on preserved railways and the main line. 

Our A4, developed by the Gauge 1 Model Co., will be available in 
2016. Enormous efforts have gone in to getting the complex shape 
of the streamlined casing correct and we feel that the end result is 
worthy of Sir Nigel Gresley’s approval! The model is spirit fired with 
slip eccentric valve gear, working cylinder drain cocks, sprung buf-
fers, tender hand pump, axle pump, lubricator, pressure gauge and 
water gauge. The model is designed for a long life and built using 
copper, brass and stainless steel to ensure this. Supplied in either 
LNER Garter Blue with valances fitted, wartime black or BR green 
without valances, the model will be offered without nameplates or 
numbers allowing them to be finished to the customer’s specification
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ORDER INFORMATION 

Sku Description

S32-10A LNER A4 ‘Mallard’ 4-6-2 - LNER Garter Blue w/ Valances, Alcohol Fired

S32-10B LNER A4 4-6-2 - LNER Garter Blue w/ Valances, Unlettered, Alcohol Fired

S32-10C BR (EX LNER) A4 ‘Mallard’ 4-6-2 - BR Green w/o Valances, Early Emblem, Alcohol Fired

S32-10D BR (EX LNER) A4 4-6-2 - BR Green w/o Valances, Early Emblem, Unlettered, Alcohol Fired

S32-10E BR (EX LNER) A4 ‘Mallard’ 4-6-2 - BR Green w/o Valances, Late Crest, Alcohol Fired

S32-10F BR (EX LNER) A4 4-6-2 - BR Green w/o Valances, Late Crest, Unlettered, Alcohol Fired

S32-10G LNER A4 4-6-2 - Wartime Black w/o Valances, ‘NE’, Unlettered, Alcohol Fired

SPECIFICATIONS
Scale 1:32
Gauge 45 mm
Mini. radius 6’ 6” (2 m)
Dimensions 26.5 x 3.5 x 5.25 in.
Construction Brass & stainless steel
Power Live steam, butane fired
Boiler Copper
Working pressure 60 psi

Features

Safety valve
Pressure gauge
Water level gauge
Reverse lever
Lubricator
Throttle valve
Axle driven pump w/ bypass valve
Water hand pump w/ check valve

S32-10E A4 MALLARD


